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Abstract. Let G be a connected, absolutely almost simple, algebraic group de-
fined over a finitely generated, infinite field K, and let Γ be a Zariski dense subgroup
of G(K). We show, apart from some few exceptions, that the commensurability
class of the field F given by the compositum of the splitting fields of characteristic
polynomials of generic elements of Γ determines the group G upto isogeny over the
algebraic closure of K.

1. Introduction

The inverse spectral theory problem in Riemannian geometry, is to recover proper-
ties of a Riemannian manifold from the knowledge of the spectra of natural differential
operators associated to the manifold. This problem has been intensely studied in the
context of Riemannian locally symmetric spaces by various authors.

In ([PR2]) G. Prasad and A. S. Rapinchuk address this question in full generality.
They introduce a notion of weak commensurability for Zariski dense subgroups in
absolutely almost simple connected algebraic groups. This notion is weaker than
commensurability, but they showed that weak commensurability of arithmetic lattices
implies commensurability in many instances.

Assuming the validity of Schanuel’s conjecture on transcendental numbers in the
case of higher rank lattices, they first show that if the locally symmetric space defined
by arithmetic lattices are isospectral with respect to the Laplacian associated to
the invariant metric acting on the space of smooth functions, then the lattices are
weakly commensurable. From this, they obtain commensurability type results for
these lattices.

In ([BPR]), the authors considered representation equivalent lattices. If two uni-
form lattices are representation equivalent, then the corresponding Riemannian locally
symmetric spaces are ‘strongly isospectral’; in particular, they are isospectral for the
Laplacian.

One of the major advantages for considering the stronger but natural notion of
representation equivalence is that commensurability type results for representation
equivalent lattices can be obtained without appealing to Schanuel’s conjecture. It
can be seen by an application of the trace formula, that representation equivalent
uniform lattices are characteristic equivalent.
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The notion of characteristic equivalence of lattices introduced in ([BPR]) is as
follows: for an algebraic group G defined over a field K and an element γ ∈ G(K), let
P (γ,Ad) denote the characteristic polynomial of γ in G(K) with respect to the adjoint
representation Ad of G on its Lie algebra. Let G1, G2 be connected absolutely almost
simple algebraic groups defined over a number field K. Two Zariski dense subgroups
Γi ⊂ Gi(K), i = 1, 2 are said to be characteristic equivalent if the collection of
characteristic polynomials P (γ,Ad) of elements γ in Γ1 (resp. Γ2) are equal.

The concept of characteristic equivalence is stronger than that of weak commen-
surability. From characteristic equivalence, the commensurability results of ([PR2])
follow more directly and easily using the methods of ([PR2]).

For an arithmetic lattice, the lengths of closed geodesics can be expressed as a
sum of logarithms of algebraic numbers, which arise as the evaluation of the roots
on lattice elements. In a subsequent paper ([PR3]), Prasad and Rapinchuk studied
the compositum of the fields generated over the field of algebraic numbers, by the
lengths of closed geodesics on the locally Riemannian symmetric space defined by the
lattice. Upon certain hypothesis on the Weyl group and conditional on the validity
of Schanuel’s conjecture on transcendental numbers, they showed that the fields are
quite different, provided the lattices are not commensurable.

In this paper, we examine an analogous question, in the context of characteristic
equivalence. We consider the compositum of the splitting fields of the characteristic
polynomials of generic elements of G(K) contained in the Zariski dense subgroup
Γ ⊂ G(K). The roots of the characteristic polynomial of an element γ with respect
to the adjoint representation are the evaluations of the roots (with respect to the
torus generated by γ) evaluated at γ. Apart from some few exceptions, we show that
this field determines the ‘commensurability class’ of Γ, i.e., the group G upto isogeny
over the algebraic closure of K. Apart from its intrinsic interest, an advantage is that
this question is in a purely algebraic setting, and Schanuel’s conjecture need not be
invoked.

2. Main theorems

Let G be a connected, semisimple, algebraic group defined over an infinite field K.
Fix an algebraic closure K̄ of K. Let T be a maximal torus in G defined over K, and
let X∗(T ) = HomK̄(T,Gm) be the character group of T over K̄. The Galois group
GK := Gal(K̄/K) acts on X∗(T ) by the action,

σχ(t) = σ(χ(σ−1(t))), σ ∈ GK , t ∈ T (K̄), χ ∈ X∗(T ).

Let g, t denote the Lie algebras of G and T respectively, and denote by Φ = Φ(G, T ) ⊂
X∗(T ) the root system corresponding to the pair (G, T ):

g⊗ K̄ = t⊗ K̄
⊕

χ∈Φ

gχ,
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where gχ = {X ∈ g ⊗ K̄ | Ad(t)(X) = χ(t)(X), g ∈ G(K̄)}. The absolute Galois
group GK preserves the root system Φ, inducing an injective homomorphism

θT : GK → Aut(Φ(G, T )).

Suppose g ∈ G(K) is a semi-simple regular element. Denote by Tg the connected
component of its centralizer Z(g) in G. Let Kg denote minimal splitting field of Tg

in K̄.

2.1. Generic elements.

Definition 1. Let g ∈ G(K) be a regular semisimple element. Define g to be generic
(or K-generic, or generic K-regular), if the image θTg

(GK) contains the Weyl group
W .

Equivalently, the Galois group G(Kg/K) contains a subgroup isomorphic to the
Weyl group W . The notion of genericity is sensitive to the underlying field K, and is
not stable under base change to a larger field L.

Example. An element g ∈ SLn(K), n ≥ 2 is generic if and only if the Galois group
overK of the splitting field of its characteristic polynomial with respect to the natural
representation is isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn on n-symbols.

Remark. Generic tori were studied by Voskresenskii ([V]) and called by him as tori
without effect. The nomenclature generic used here, stems from the fact that generic
(in the sense of algebraic geometry) tori, satisfy this hypothesis. We refer to [PR4,
Section 9] and the references contained in it for detailed discussions about generic
tori and elements and their properties.

The following theorem of G. Prasad and A. Rapinchuk ([PR1], [PR4]) guarantees
the existence of generic regular elements in Zariski dense subgroups:

Theorem. [PR4, Theorem 9.6] Let G be a connected absolutely almost simple alge-
braic group over a finitely generated, infinite field K. Let Γ ⊂ G(K) be a Zariski
dense subgroup in G. Then Γ contains a K-generic element of infinite order.

2.2. Weyl iso-trivial groups. Let K be a finitely generated, infinite field, and
G be a connected, absolutely almost simple algebraic group defined over K. Fix an
algebraic closure K̄ ofK. By the classfication results of Killing, Cartan and Chevalley,
the class of the group G over K̄ upto isogeny, will be called the type of G.

Let G1, G2 be connected, absolutely almost simple algebraic groups defined over
K. Call the pair (G1, G2) to be Weyl iso-trivial if one of the following conditions
hold:

• Both G1 and G2 are of type Bn or Cn (n ≥ 2).
• n ≥ 5 is odd, and one of G1 or G2 is of type Bn/Cn and the other group is of
type Dn.

• One of G1 or G2 are of type A2 and the other is of type G2.
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In these cases, we have the following isomorphisms:

W (Bn) ≃ W (Cn),

W (Bn) ≃ W (Dn)× Z/2Z, n odd, n ≥ 3,

W (G2) ≃ W (A2)× Z/2Z.

(1)

The first of the above equations follows from the fact that the root systems of Bn

and Cn are dual to each other. For a proof of the second equation, see Corollary 10.
The third equation follows from the fact that the Weyl group of G2 can be identified
with the dihedral group D6.

2.3. Main theorem.

Definition 2. Two fields L, M contained inside K̄ are commensurable if both L and
M are of finite degree over the intersection L ∩M .

Equivalently, L and M are not commensurable if the compositum LM inside K̄ is
of infinite degree over either L or M .

Our main theorem is the following:

Theorem 1. Let G1, G2 be connected, absolutely almost simple algebraic groups
defined over a finitely generated infinite field K. Assume that they do not form a
Weyl iso-trivial pair as defined above.

Suppose Γi ⊂ Gi(K), i = 1, 2 are Zariski dense subgroups. For i = 1, 2, let
Fi = F(Γi, K) be the subfield of K̄ given by the compositum of the fields Kγ as γ ∈ Γi

varies over the set of generic K-regular elements in Γi.

Suppose the fields F1 and F2 are commensurable. Then G1 and G2 are of the same
Killing-Cartan type over K̄.

2.4. A reduction. The proof of Theorem 1 is achieved by an argument involving
Galois theory and the structure of Weyl groups.

2.4.1. Compositum of groups.

Definition 3. A finite group U is a compositum of the finite groups U1, · · · , Ur if there
exists surjective maps pi : U → Ui such that the natural induced map p : U →

∏r

i=1 Ui

is injective.

When all the Ui are isomorphic to a given group say U ′, we refer to U as a com-
positum (or composite) of U ′.

The example we have in mind is given by the Galois group of a compositum of
Galois extensions:

Example. Suppose K is a field and L1, · · · , Lr are finite Galois extensions of K con-
tained inside an algebraic closure K̄ ofK. Let Ui ≃ G(Li/K) and U ≃ G(L1 · · ·Lr/K).
Then U is a compositum of the groups Ui.
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The following proposition says that the field theoretic example is not restrictive:

Proposition 2. Let U be a compositum of the finite groups U1, · · · , Ur, with respect
to the maps pi : U → Ui. Then there exists a field K and finite Galois extensions
L1, · · · , Lr of K contained inside an algebraic closure K̄ of K such that Ui ≃ G(Li/K)
and U ≃ G(L1 · · ·Lr/K).

Proof. There exists a field K0 and a Galois extension L of K0 with G(L/K0) ≃
U1 × U2 × · · · × Ur. Let K = LU , the field of U -invariants of L. For i = 1, · · · , r,
let Ri = Ker(pi), and let Li = LRi . Then Li is a Galois extension of K, with
G(Li/K) ≃ U/Ri ≃ Ui. �

In this paper, we will mainly use the field theoretic language while dealing with
compositums of groups.

2.4.2. Reduction to a group theoretic statement. The following (lack of) relationship
between Weyl groups is the key group theoretic statement required for the proof of
Theorem 1:

Theorem 3. Let G1, G2 be connected, absolutely almost simple algebraic groups
defined over a finitely generated, infinite field K. Assume that G1 and G2 are not
isogenous over K̄, and are not Weyl iso-trivial. Let W1 (resp. W2) be the Weyl group
of G1 (resp. G2) with respect to some maximal torus in G1 (resp. G2).

Then, either W1 (or W2) is not a quotient of a compositum of normal subgroups of
W2 (resp. W1).

2.5. Overview of the paper. In section 3, we consider splitting fields of the charac-
teristic polynomials of generic elements. Proposition 6 reduces the proof of Theorem
1 to that of Theorem 3. The key ingredient that goes into this deduction is the theo-
rem of G. Prasad and A. Rapinchuk (Theorem, 2.1), proving the existence of generic
regular elements in Zariski dense subgroups.

The rest of the paper is devoted to a proof of Theorem 3. The proof is essentially
case by case. The difficulty is the following: suppose, U is a compositum of groups
which are normal subgroups of W2. This means that U comes equipped with a
collection of surjective maps to normal subgroups of W2. We would like to conclude
that W1 cannot be a quotient of such a group U . The problem is that there is no
natural manner by which we can understand the quotients of U , by reducing it to
the normal subgroups of W2. This problem gets compounded when the two Weyl
groups look quite similar, like the Weyl groups of Bn and Dn for n even. The idea of
the proof is to utilize the ‘semisimple’ properties of Weyl groups. This allows some
‘sequences to be split’, and allows us to get a handle on this problem.

In section 4, we study the finer structure of Weyl groups of orthogonal groups,
especially its normal subgroups. In section 5, we treat some initial cases which follow
from general group theoretic ideas. In the remaining sections we give a proof of
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Theorem 3: in section 6, we consider A-type and orthogonal groups; in section 7, we
compare the even and odd orthogonal groups, and in the last section we distinguish
between B4 and F4-type groups.

3. Splitting fields and the reduction step

We relate the notion of generic elements to characteristic polynomials. Let P (x, g, Ad)
be the characteristic polynomial of the linear transformation Ad(g), corresponding to
the adjoint representation Ad ofG acting on its Lie algebra. For an element g ∈ G(K),
denote by K(g, Ad) the splitting field P (x, g, Ad) over K.

Proposition 4. Let G be a connected, absolutely almost simple algebraic group defined
over an infinite field K. Let g ∈ G(K) be a generic K-regular element of infinite
order. With the above notation, K(g, Ad) = Kg.

Proof. Since g is a regular semisimple element, g ∈ Tg(K) = ZG(g)
0(K). By defini-

tion, the tori Tg splits over Kg. For α ∈ Φ = Φ(G, Tg), the value α(g) ∈ Kg. Since
the non-zero roots of the characteristic polynomial of the transformation Ad(g) are
given by α(g) for α ∈ Φ, this implies that K(g, Ad) ⊂ Kg.

For the reverse inclusion, the elements α(gn) ∈ K(g, Ad) for n ∈ Z and α ∈ Φ.
Since G is absolutely almost simple, the action of the Weyl group W on X∗(T )⊗Q is
irreducible. From the correspondence between tori and its character groups considered
as modules for the Galois group, it follows that a generic regularK-torus is irreducible
over K, in that it cannot be written as an almost direct product of two K-tori. Hence
if g ∈ G(K) is generic K-regular, then Tg is a K-irreducible torus.

Since g is of infinite order, the group generated by g is Zariski dense in Tg. Hence
every root α ∈ Φ is K(g, Ad)-rational character of the K-torus Tg. Since Φ is a basis
for X∗(Tg) ⊗ Q, it follows that every character of Tg is K(g, Ad)- rational. Hence
Kg ⊂ K(g, Ad).

�

3.1. Commensurable arithmetic lattices. In this subsection, we relate Theorem
1 to commensurability of arithmetic lattices. Let K be a number field, and Af be
the ring of finite adeles of K. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group defined over K,
which for simplicity will be assumed to be of adjoint type.

Let F be a field with an embedding of K into F . A Zariski dense subgroup
Γ ⊂ G(F ) will be said to a (G,K)-arithmetic group, if it is commensurable with the
image in G(F ) of a group of the form ΓM := G(K)∩M , where M is a compact open
subgroup of the group G(Af ).

A simple consequence of Theorem 1 is the following theorem:
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Theorem 5. Let G1, G2 be connected, split, absolutely simple algebraic groups defined
over a number field K. Assume that G1 and G2 do not form a Weyl iso-trivial pair.

Suppose Γi ⊂ Gi(K), i = 1, 2 are arithmetic subgroups. Assume that the fields F1

and F2 are commensurable.

Then the lattices Γ1 and Γ2 are commensurable, i.e., there eixsts an isomorphism
φ : G1 → G2 defined over K, such that φ(Γ1) is commensurable with Γ2.

Proof. By Theorem 1, the groups G1 and G2 are of the same Killing-Cartan type.
Since they are adjoint and split, there is an isomorphism φ : G1 → G2 defined over
K. This preserves the group of finite adele points and hence the lattices φ(Γ1) and
Γ2 are commensurable. �

Remark. It would be interesting to extend this theorem to not necessarily split groups
and to arbitrary S-arithmetic lattices.

3.2. Deducing Theorem 1 from Theorem 3.

Proposition 6. Suppose W1 is not a quotient of a compositum of normal subgroups
of W2. Then F1F2 is of infinite degree over F2.

In particular, Theorem 1 follows from the validity of Theorem 3.

Proof. Suppose that F1F2 is a finite extension of F2. Being algebraic extensions of
K, this implies that there is a finite Galois extension L of K such that F1F2 ⊂ LF2.
In particular, F1 ⊂ LF2, and there is a surjection G(LF2/L) → G(LF1/L).

We can assume that the groups G1 and G2 are split over L. Consider Γ1 as a
subgroup of G1(L). It is Zariski dense in G1 considered as an algebraic group over
L. By the Theorem in 2.1, there exists a generic L-regular element γ ∈ Γ1. Since G1

is split over L, by ([PR2, Lemma 4.1]), G(LTγ
/L) ≃ W1. The element γ is generic

K-regular, and the splitting field of Tγ is contained in F1. Hence there is a surjection
G(LF1/L) → W1, and consequently from G(LF2/L) → W1.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that F2 is a compositum of finitely
many Galois extensions Kη over K, where η ∈ Γ2 is a generic K-regular element in
G2(K). The Galois group G(Kη/K) contains W2 as a normal subgroup, and there is
a surjection from G(LF2/L) → W1.

Since G2 is split over L, by ([PR2, Lemma 4.1]), the image θTη
(G(LKη/L)) is

contained in W2. Since this is a normal subgroup of W2, we see that G(LF2/L) is a
compositum of groups each of which is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of W2.

Theorem 3 implies that W1 cannot be a quotient of G(LF2/L). This yields a
contradiction and proves the proposition. �
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Remark. By Equation (1), Theorem 3 does not hold when the groups G1 and G2 are
Weyl iso-trivial. Our methods do not help in distinguishing between the fields F1 and
F2 in these cases.

4. Weyl groups of orthogonal groups

In this section, we study the structure of the Weyl groups of orthogonal groups,
especially the lattice of its normal subgroups.

The Weyl groups of Bn and Cn are isomorphic. The Weyl group W (Bn) can be
seen as signed permutations on the collection of basis vectors {e1, · · · , en} of Rn. The
group V = (Z/2Z)n sits as a normal subgroup of W (Bn) by assigning to an element
ε = (ε1, · · · , εn) ∈ (Z/2Z)n, the signed permutation

σε(ei) = εiei. (2)

There is an exact sequence,

1 → (Z/2Z)n → W (Bn) → Sn → 1. (3)

A splitting of this exact sequence is given by the symmetric group Sn sits inside
W (Bn) as permutations without changing the sign. This makes

W (Bn) ≃ (Z/2Z)n ⋊ Sn,

a semidirect product of Sn by (Z/2Z)n. The conjugacy action of W on the abelian
normal subgroup (Z/2Z)n descends to give the standard permutation action of Sn

on (Z/2Z)n. Given two elements (ε1, σ1) and (ε2, σ2) in the set V × Sn, the group
multiplication is given as,

(ε1, σ1)(ε2, σ2) = (ε1 + σ1ε2, σ1σ2),

where we have used the additive notation for the group multiplication restricted to
V . The inverse of (ε, σ) is (−σ−1ε, σ−1).

The Weyl group of Dn, (n ≥ 4) is isomorphic to the subgroup of W (Bn) consisting
of permutations and sign changes involving only even number of sign changes of the
set {e1, · · · , en}, i.e., the number of εi = −1 in Equation (2) is even.

Consider the exact sequence of Sn-modules

1 → Ve → V
φ
−→ Z/2Z → 1, (4)

where φ(ε) =
∑n

i=1 εi and Ve is the kernel of φ. We have an isomorphism,

W (Dn) ≃ Ve ⋊ Sn.

Lemma 7. Let n ≥ 3. If n is a power of 2, then the exponent of W (Dn) is equal to
the exponent e(Sn) of the symmetric group Sn.

In all other cases, the exponent of the Weyl groups of Bn and Dn is twice the
exponent of the symmetric group Sn.
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Proof. Let σ ∈ Sn be of order k. For any ε ∈ V = (Z/2Z)n,

(εσ, 1) = (ε, σ)k = (ε+ σ(ε) + · · ·+ σk−1(ε), 1).

Since every element in V is of order 2, the exponent of W (Bn) or W (Dn) is either
e(Sn) or 2e(Sn).

Since the exponent is the least common multiple of the orders of the elements in a
group, in order for the exponent to be 2e(Sn), we need to produce an element in the
Weyl group of order 2l+1, where 2l is the maximum power of 2 that divides n (and
there is an element of that order in Sn).

Suppose n = 2lm, with m > 1. Consider the element σ = (1 · · · 2l) ∈ Sn, and
ε = (1, 0, · · · , 0, 1) ∈ Ve ⊂ V . In this case, the element εσ will have co-ordinate 1 at
the first 2l indices, and all other co-ordinates are 0. It follows that (ε, σ) ∈ W (Dn)
has order 2l+1.

Let n = 2l. For the group Dn, if we require an element of order 2l+1, without loss
of generality, we can take σ and ε as in the foregoing paragraph. In this case, the
element (σ, ε) has order 2l, and thus there are no elements of order 2l+1 in W (Dn).

For the group B2l , consider σ as above, and let ε = (1, 0, · · · , 0). Then εσ =
(1, 1, · · · , 1), and the element (σ, ε) has order 2l+1. �

Let ∆ denote the Sn-stable subgroup Z/2Z sitting diagonally inside V = (Z/2Z)n.
Let K4 denote the normal subgroup of S4, consisting of even permutations which are
products of two disjoint transpositions in S4.

Lemma 8. Let n ≥ 3, and H be a non-trivial normal subgroup of Sn. The only
proper subspaces of V which are invariant under H are ∆ and Ve.

Note that these subspaces are also invariant under Sn.

Proof. We identify V with Fn
2 , the n-dimensional vector space over the field with

two elements (denoted by 0 and 1) F2. For any ε ∈ V , let Zε denote the subset of
{1, · · · , n} consisting of the indices i, where εi = 0. Let Z ′

ε denote the complement
of Zε in {1, · · · , n}.

Let W ⊂ V be a H-invariant subspace of V which is not equal to ∆. Suppose
ε ∈ W is not an element of ∆. Then both Zε and Z ′

ε are non-empty.

We consider first the special case, n = 4, and |Zε| = |Z ′

ε| = 2. Since the group
H ⊃ K4, and K4 acts two transitively on the set {1, · · · , 4}, it follows that W = Ve.

We now consider the general case, and assume we are not in the above case when
n = 4. Choose a subset I = {i, j, k, l} ⊂ {1, · · · , n} of cardinality 4 when n ≥ 4,
as follows: let i ∈ Zε, j ∈ Z ′

ε, and k, l both are in the same set Zε or Z ′

ε. Let
σ = (ij)(kl), and when n = 3, let σ be any even permutation. It can be seen that
the element σ(ε) 6= ε.
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Consider the non-zero element ε′ = ε+σ(ε) ∈ W . Since the map φ is Sn-invariant,
ε′ lies in the even subspace Ve.

Since σ fixes the indices which are not in I, for any index m not in I, ε′m = 0.
Further, ε′k = ε′l = 0. Thus ε′ is supported on two indices, i.e., is of the form
ei1 + ei2 , i1 6= i2, where e1, · · · , en form the standard basis for Fn

2 .

Since H acts doubly transitively on the set {1, · · · , n}, it follows that W contains
all elements of the form ei + ej with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Hence W contains Ve, and this
proves the lemma.

�

We now describe the normal subgroups of the Weyl group W (Dn).

Lemma 9. Let n ≥ 3. The proper normal subgroups of W (Dn) are,

∆, Ve, Ve ⋊ An, and Ve ⋊K4 when n = 4.

Proof. Let N be a proper, normal subgroup of W = W (Dn). Denote by N the image
of N in Sn and VN = V ∩N the kernel of the projection map to Sn.

Suppose N = (e) is trivial. Then N ⊂ Ve and has to be an invariant subspace for
the action of Sn. By Lemma 8, VN = {0},∆ or Ve.

Assume now that N is non-trivial. We claim that VN = Ve. If this is so, then N
will be isomorphic to the semi-direct product Ve ⋊N .

For every σ ∈ N , choose εσ ∈ Ve such that (εσ, σ) ∈ N . Since N is normal, for any
ε ∈ Ve, the element

(ε, 1)(εσ, σ)(ε, 1)
−1(εσ, σ)

−1 = (ε+ εσ − σ(ε), σ)(−σ−1(εσ), σ
−1) = (ε− σ(ε), 1),

belongs to N , where 1 denotes the indentity element in Sn.

Thus for any ε ∈ Ve and any σ ∈ N , the element ε − σ(ε) ∈ VN . Choose ε =
(1, 0, · · · , 0). When n ≥ 4, let i, j, k be distinct elements in the set {2, · · · , n}, and
take σi = (1, i)(j, k) belongs to N . When n = 3, let σi = (1, 2, 3)i. The elements
ε− σi(ε) = (1, 0, · · · , 1i, 0, · · · , 0) where 1i denotes 1 at the i-th co-ordinate generate
the subspace Ve. Hence VN = Ve and this proves the lemma. �

Corollary 10. Let n = 3 or n ≥ 5. Then the following holds:

(1) If n is odd, ∆ ∩ Ve is the identity subgroup. Hence,

W (Bn) ≃ W (Dn)×∆, n odd.

(2) When n is even, ∆ ⊂ Ve, and W (Bn) cannot be expressed as a product of two
non-trivial groups.
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5. Proof of Theorem 3: Initial cases

The proof of Theorem 3 breaks up into different cases depending on the relative
structure of the Weyl group. In this section, we use general group theoretic techniques
to establish the theorem in some cases.

5.1. Simple components. Let U be a finite group. A simple group S is said to be
a component of U , if there exists subgroups V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ U , with V1 normal in V2 and
V2/V1 ≃ S. Denote by JHs(U) the simple components (counted upto isomorphism
and without multiplicity) that occur in U .

Lemma 11. Let U be a compositum of groups U1, · · · , Ur. Then

JHs(U) =
⋃

i=1,··· ,r

JHs(Ui).

Proof. Since U surjects onto each Ui by definition of a compositum of groups, we have⋃
i=1,··· ,r JHs(Ui) ⊂ JHs(U).

Conversely suppose there exists subgroups V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ U , with V1 normal in V2 and
V2/V1 ≃ S. If for all projections U → Ui, the images of V1 and V2 coincide in Ui, then
V1 = V2. Hence there exists some i, for which the images of V1 and V2 are not equal.
This implies that S ∈ JHs(Ui) and this gives us the reverse inclusion. �

Corollary 12. With the notation of Theorem 3, suppose that JHs(W1) is not a subset
of JHs(W2). Then Theorem 3 is true.

5.2. Simple components of Weyl groups. From the explicit knowledge of Weyl
groups of a simple root system, theWeyl groups of the simple root systemsAn−1, Bn, Dn

for n ≥ 5 have the simple groups Z/2Z and An as the simple Jordan-Holder compo-
nents, where An is the alternating group on n-symbols. We will refer to these groups
as JH-type An.

Using the notation of the ATLAS, the Weyl groups of the exceptional groups E6

(resp. E7, E8) have U4(2) (resp. Sp6(2), Ω
+
8 (2)) and Z/2Z as the simple components.

These will be called as groups of JH-type E.

The Weyl groups of the root systems An (n = 2, 3), Bn/Cn (n = 3, 4), Dn (n =
4), F4, G2 have Z/2Z and Z/3Z as the simple components. We will refer to this as
abelian of JH-type Z/3Z.

Finally, Z/2Z is the only simple component for the Weyl groups of the root systems
A1, B2/C2. These will be referred to as of JH-type Z/2Z.

Hence we obtain the following corollary (we have assumed that G1 and G2 are not
isogenous):

Corollary 13. With the above notation, suppose G1 is of JH-type either An or E

and G2 is of JH-type either Am with n 6= m, E or Z/3Z. Assume that the groups G1
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and G2 are not isogenous over K̄ (required when both are of E-type). Then Theorem
3 is true.

Corollary 14. With the above notation, suppose G1 is not of JH-type Z/2Z, and G2

is of JH-type Z/2Z. Then Theorem 3 is true.

5.3. JH type Z/2Z.

Corollary 15. Suppose G1 is of type B2 or C2, and G2 is of type A1. Then Theorem
3 is true.

Proof. The Weyl group of G1 is non-abelian whereas that of G2 is abelian. Hence
Theorem 3 is valid in this case. �

5.4. Exponent of Weyl groups. For a finite group H, let e(H) denote the expo-
nent, i.e., the least natural number n such that hn = e for all elements h ∈ H.

Lemma 16. Suppose that the exponent of W1 does not divide the exponent of W2.
Then Theorem 3 holds.

Proof. Suppose U is a compositum of groups Ui i = 1, · · · , r, each of which is isomor-
phic to a normal subgroup of W2. By definition of the compositum,

U ⊂

r∏

i=1

Ui ⊂

r∏

i=1

W2.

Thus the exponent of U divides the exponent of W2. By hypothesis, there cannot be
a surjection from U to W1. Hence the lemma follows. �

This lemma allows us to take care of a few more cases, especially when both G1 and
G2 are of JH-type Z/3Z. From the calculation of the exponent of the Weyl groups of
orthogonal groups given by Lemma 7, and the calculation of the exponent of W (F4)
by Lemma 23, we have the following:

Lemma 17. (1) The exponents of W (A2) and W (G2) is 6.
(2) The exponents of the Weyl groups of rank 3-simple Lie algebras (of Killing-

Cartan type A3,B3 or C3) is 12.
(3) The exponent of W (D4) is 12.
(4) The exponent of W (B4) and W (F4) is 24.

Consequently we have the following corollary:

Corollary 18. With the above notation, Theorem 3 holds in the following cases:

(1) The rank of G2 is two, and rank of G1 is greater than two.
(2) The rank of G2 is three, and rank of G1 is greater than three, except when G1

is of type D4.
(3) G2 is of type D4 and G1 is either of type B4 and F4.
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Remark. It follows from Lemma 7, that Theorem 1 holds when G1 is of type W (B2l)
and G2 is of type W (D2l), l ≥ 2.

5.5. JH-type Z/3Z. We now prove Theorem 3 when G1 is of type D4 and G2 is of
rank 3. The group G2 is of type either A3,B3 or C3. The Weyl group W2 of G2 is
isomorphic to either S4 or S4 × Z/2Z (≃ W (B3)).

For a group H, let H(r) denote the r-th derived subgroup of H. We have,

S
(1)
4 ≃ A4, S

(2)
4 ≃ K4 and S

(3)
4 ≃ (1).

Suppose there is a surjection G(L/K) → W1. For each r ≥ 1, the r-th derived group

G(L/K)(r) surjects onto W
(r)
1 .

The group G(L/K) embeds into
∏r

i=1 G(Li/K), where each G(Li/K) is a normal

subgroup of W2. Since W
(3)
2 is the trivial group, it follows that G(L/K)(3) is trivial.

The group W (D4) surjects onto S4. Hence there is a surjection W (D4)
(2) → K4.

Since W (D4)
(2) is a normal subgroup of W (D4), by Lemma 9, W (D4)

(2) is non-
abelian. Hence W (D4)

(3) is non-trivial, and this proves Theorem 3 in this case.

5.6. Corollaries 13, 14, 15 and 18 prove Theorem 1 in many cases. The cases left in
order to prove Theorem 1 are the following:

(1) Both G1 and G2 are of JH-type An.
(2) G1 and G2 are of type B4 or F4.

6. A vs B and D

We consider the case where G1 is either of type Bn or Dn and G2 is of type An−1.

Proposition 19. In the notation of Theorem 1, let G1 be of type either Bn/Cn or
Dn for n ≥ 3, n 6= 4. Let G2 be of type An−1. Then Theorem 3 is true.

Proof. By Proposition 6, it is enough to show that there is no surjective map from N
to W1 = W (G1), where N is the Galois group of a compositum of Galois extensions
Li/K for i = 1, · · · , r, and each Galois group G(Li/K) is isomorphic to a normal
subgroup of Sn.

Upto reordering of the indices, assume that G(Li/K) ≃ Sn for i = 1, · · · , s and
G(Li/K) ≃ An for i > s. For i = 1, · · · , s, let Ei be the unique quadratic extension
of K contained inside Li, and E be the compositum of the Ei. There is an exact
sequence,

1 → G(L/E) → G(L/K) → G(E/K) → 1,

where G(E/K) ≃ (Z/2Z)t for some t ≥ 0. The group G(L/E) is a compositum of
the Galois groups G(LiE/E) each of which is isomorphic to the group An. Since An
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is simple, there are no proper Galois extensions of E contained inside LiE. Hence,

G(L/E) ≃ Au
n

for some natural number u ≤ r.

Suppose there is a surjection φ from N to W1. By Lemma 9, W1 has no normal
subgroups isomorphic to An, the subgroup G(L/E) of N lies in the kernel of φ. This
implies that the map φ factors via the abelian group G(E/K), which is impossible as
W1 is non-abelian.

Hence there does not exist any surjective homomorphism from N to W1. By Propo-
sition 6, the proposition is proved. �

7. D vs B

We consider the case where G1 is either type Bn, or Cn, and G2 is of type Dn, and
n is even.

Let N be the Galois group of a compositum L of Galois extensions Li/K for
i = 1, · · · , r, with each G(Li/K) a normal subgroup of W2 = W (Dn). We need to
show that there is no surjective map from N = G(L/K) to W1 = W (Bn).

The Galois group G(Li/K) is a normal subgroup of W2. There is an extension,

1 → G(Li/Ei) → G(Li/K) → G(Ei/K) → 1, (5)

where G(Li/Ei) is the maximal abelian normal subgroup of G(Li/K) and G(Ei/K) is
isomorphic to either the trivial, or the alternating group An or the symmetric group
Sn on n-symbols. Let E be the compositum of the fields Ei.

Over E, the field L can be considered as the compositum of the abelian extensions
LiE of E. Hence G(L/E) is abelian and there is an exact sequence,

1 → G(L/E) → G(L/K) → G(E/K) → 1. (6)

This induces an action of G(E/K) on G(L/E). Since E/K is a compositum of Galois
extensions of K, there is a natural inclusion of the Galois groups,

G(E/K) ⊂
r∏

i=1

G(Ei/K), (7)

Similarly, the Galois group G(L/E) is contained in a product of groups,

G(L/E) ⊂
r∏

i=1

G(LiE/E) ≃
r∏

i=1

G(Li/Li ∩ E) ⊂
r∏

i=1

G(Li/Ei), (8)

where the equality arises from restriction.

Lemma 20. The action of G(E/K) on G(L/E) defined by the extension Equation (6)
is compatible via the inclusions defined by Equations (7) and (8), with the component
wise action of

∏r

i=1 G(Ei/K) on
∏r

i=1 G(Li/Ei).
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Proof. Let σ ∈ G(E/K) and τ ∈ G(L/E). The action of σ on τ is given by σ(τ) =
σ̃τ σ̃−1, where σ̃ is any extension of σ to an automorpism of L/K. Then

σ(τ)i = σ̃i τi σ̃
−1
i ,

where the subscript index i denotes the restriction of the Galois automorphisms to
LiE. Considering G(LiE/E) ⊂ G(Li/Ei), this action depends only on the restriction
of σ to Ei/K, and this proves the lemma. �

7.1. Image of abelian part. In order to prove Theorem 3, we first show that
the image of the ‘abelian part’ G(L/E) of G(L/K) does not cover the abelian part
V ⊂ W1:

Lemma 21. Suppose θ : G(L/K) → W (Bn) is a surjective homomomorphism. Then
θ(G(L/E)) ⊂ Ve, where Ve is the ‘even’ subspace of V = (Z/2Z)n defined by Equations
(3) and (4).

Proof. SinceG(L/E) is an abelian normal subgroup ofG(L/K), the image θ(G(L/E))
is contained inside V , the maximal abelian normal subgroup of W (Bn). Let θ̄ denote
the induced, surjective map from G(E/K) → Sn.

Let the indexing be such that for i = 1, · · · , s, the extension Ei/K is non-trivial,
and for s < i ≤ r the extension Ei/K is trivial. This is the same as saying that
for i ≤ s (resp. i > s), the extension Li/K is non-abelian (resp. nonabelian). The
G(E/K)-module G(LiE/E) can be considered as a submodule of G(Li/Ei) ⊂ Ve with
respect to the projection G(E/K) → G(Ei/K).

For i ≤ s, by Lemma 9 on the classification of normal subgroups of W (Dn),
G(Li/Ei) ≃ Ve, this as G(Ei/K)-module. We continue to denote by Ve the iso-
morphism class of G(Li/Ei) as G(E/K)-module.

For i ≥ s, since G(Ei/K) is trivial, the group G(E/K) acts trivially on G(LiE/E).
In particular, G(LiE/E) is a direct sum of Z/2Z-groups with trivial G(E/K)-action.
Thus,

r∏

i=1

G(LiE/E) ≃ V s
e ×

r∏

i>s

G(LiE/E) ≃ V s
e × (Z/2Z)t,

as G(E/K)-modules for some t ≥ 0.

For i ≥ s, the quotient module Ve/∆ is a simple G(E/K)-module, since it is simple
as An or Sn-module. Hence the quotient G(E/K)-module

(
r∏

i=1

G(LiE/E)

)
/∆s ≃ (Ve/∆)s × (Z/2Z)t,

is a semisimple G(E/K)-module.

Consider the G(E/K)-module G(L/E) ∩ ∆s. Since this is trivial as a G(E/K)-
module, and θ̄ is a surjection onto Sn, the image θ(G(L/E) ∩∆s) ⊂ V is trivial as a
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Sn-module. It follows that
θ(G(L/E) ∩∆s) ⊂ ∆.

Now the G(E/K)-module G(L/E)/(G(L/E)∩∆s) is a submodule of the semisimple
G(E/K)-module (Ve/∆)s× (Z/2Z)t. This implies that it is semisimple, and there are
numbers s′, t′ ≥ 0 such that

G(L/E)/(G(L/E) ∩∆s) ≃ (Ve/∆)s
′

× (Z/2Z)t
′

,

as a G(E/K)-module. Each of the G(E/K)-summands on the right is of cardinality
at most 2n−2.

Again by the surjectivity θ̄ : G(E/K) → Sn, the image

θ(G(L/E)/(G(L/E) ∩∆s)) ⊂ V/∆,

is a sum of Sn-modules, each of which has cardinality at most 2n−2. By Lemma 8,
the image of each irreducible summand is contained inside Ve/∆. Hence the image
θ(G(L/E)) is contained inside Ve, and this proves the lemma. �

7.2. A splitting property. Although each of the groups G(Li/K) is a semidirect
product of G(Ei/K) by G(Li/Ei), it is not clear that G(L/K) is a semidirect prod-
uct of G(E/K) by G(L/E). The following lemma serves as a replacement for this
property.

Lemma 22. Given the extension,

1 → G(L/E) → G(L/K) → G(E/K) → 1,

there is a group Q satisfying the following:

(1) Q is obtained from G(E/K) recursively by a sequence of central extensions
with kernel Z/2Z, i.e., there is a sequence of maps

Q = Qk → Qk−1 → · · · → Q0 = G(E/K)

such that for i = 0, · · · , k − 1, there is a central extension

0 → Z/2Z → Qi+1 → Qi → 1.

(2) Q splits the extension given by Equation (6)

1 → G(L/E) → G(L/K) → G(E/K) → 1,

i.e., there is a map s : Q → G(L/K) such that composed with the projection
to G(E/K) is the map π : Q → Q0 = G(E/K).

Proof. We prove this by induction on r. From the structure of Weyl groups, the
statement is true when r = 1. Denote by L′ (resp. E ′) the compositum of the
fields L1, · · · , Lr−1 (resp. E1, · · · , Er−1). By induction, we assume the existence of a
extension π′ : Q′ → G(E ′/K) satisfying the properties of the lemma for the extension
G(L′/K) → G(E ′/K).

We divide the proof into different cases, and first consider the cases where the
extensions Li/K are non-abelian, i.e., Ei 6= K.
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(i) E ′ 6= E. Suppose E ′ ∩Er = F , and Er is a non-abelian extension of K. From the
structure of normal subgroups of W (Dn), G(Er/K) is isomorphic to either An or Sn.
It follows that E ′ ∩ Er = F is either K or a quadratic extension of K.

We claim that L′ ∩ Lr = F . Suppose not. Since L′ ∩ Lr is a normal extension
contained inside Lr, if it is not equal to F , then it has to contain Er. This is equivalent
to a surjective homomorphism from G(L′/K) → G(Er/K). Since G(Er/K) does not
contain any abelian normal subgroups, the map factors G(L′/K) → G(E ′/K) →
G(Er/K). But this means E ′ ⊃ Er, contradicting the assumption that E ′ ∩Er = F .
This proves the claim.

By definition, G(E/K) is the subgroup of G(E ′/K) × G(Er/K) consisting of
pairs (σ, τ) ∈ G(E ′/K) × G(Er/K) satisfying σ|E′∩Er

= τ |E′∩Er
. Let Q be the

extension of G(E/K) obtained as a pullback restricted to G(E/K) of the extension
Q′ ×G(Er/K) → G(E ′/K)×G(Er/K). The composite map

Q → Q′ ×G(Er/K) → G(L′/K)×G(Lr/K),

splits the extension G(L′/K) × G(Lr/K) → G(E ′/K) × G(Er/K), by the inductive
hypothesis.

To check that the image of Q lands inside the subgroup G(L/K), we need to show
that for (σ, τ) ∈ G(L′/K)×G(Lr/K), then σ|L′∩Lr

= τ |L′∩Lr
. But L′ ∩Lr = E ′ ∩Er.

Since Q is an extension of G(E/K), the projection of the image of Q to the group
G(E ′/K) × G(Er/K) lands inside G(E/K). This proves the compatibility of σ and
τ , and establishes the lemma in this case.

(ii) E ′ = E. There is an isomorphism G(L/L′) ≃ G(LrE/L′ ∩ LrE), and the latter
group is a module for the G(Er/K), contained inside Ve. By Lemma 8, G(LrE/L′ ∩
LrE) is isomorphic to either Ve or ∆ or 0.

If it is 0, then L = L′, and there is nothing to prove.

We argue now using cohomological language. Let c denote the cohomology class
in H2(G(E/K), G(L/E)) corresponding to the extension given by Equation (6). We
are required to show that there exists a extension p : Q ։ G(E/K) of G(E/K)
satisfying Property (1), such that the pullback π∗(c) ∈ H2(Q,G(L/E)) is trivial, i.e.,
the pullback to Q of the extension given by Equation (6) splits.

Suppose G(LrE/L′∩LrE) ≃ Ve as G(Er/K)-module. In this case, the fields L′ and
LrE are linearly disjoint over E, and there is an isomorphism of G(E/K)-modules,
G(L/E) ≃ G(L′/E)×G(LrE/E). Hence,

H2(G(E/K), G(L/E)) ≃ H2(G(E/K), G(L′/E))⊕H2(G(E/K), G(LrE/E)).

By Lemma 20, the cohomology class in H2(G(E/K), G(L/L′)) defined by the ex-
tension is inflated from the cohomology class in H2(G(Er/K), G(Lr/L

′ ∩ Lr)). By
Lemma 9, the extension of G(Er/K) defined by G(LrE/L′∩LrE) splits. The lemma
follows by taking Q = Q′ and π = π′.
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We come to the interesting case, when

G(L/L′) ≃ G(LrE/LrE ∩ L′) ≃ ∆.

As a group ∆ ≃ Z/2Z. Since G(L/L′) is a G(E/K)-module, by projecting to each
G(LiE/E), it is seen that G(E/K) acts trivially on G(L/L′) ≃ (Z/2Z)t for some
t ≥ 0. The exact sequence,

1 → G(L/L′) → G(L/E) → G(L′/E) → 1,

considered as G(E/K)-modules, yields the following exact sequence of cohomology
groups,

H2(G(E/K), G(L/L′)) → H2(G(E/K), G(L/E)) → H2(G(E/K), G(L′/E)). (9)

By induction, there exists a extension π′ : Q′ → G(E/K) satisfying Property (1) of
the lemma, such that the class π′∗(c′) ∈ H2(Q′, G(L′/E)) is trivial. Pulling back the
sequence given by Equation (9) to Q′, it follows that the cohomology class π′∗(c′) ∈
H2(Q′, G(L/E)) is the image of a cohomology class c′′ in H2(Q′, G(L/L′)).

SinceG(E/K) acts trivially onG(L/L′), the cohomology class of c′′ defines a central
extension,

1 → G(L/L′) → Q → Q′ → 1.

The cohomology class c′′ can be killed by going to the central extension Q. Since
G(L/L′) ≃ (Z/2Z)t for some t ≥ 0, this proves both parts of the lemma.

This proves the lemma, except in the cases when the field extensions Li/K are
abelian. In this case, the Galois group G(Li/K) is isomorphic to either Z/2Z or
(Z/2Z)n−1. Let L′ (resp. L′′) be the compositum of all the non-abelian (resp. abelian)
extensions Li/K. The field L′′ can be decomposed as L′′ = F ′F ′′, where F ′ = F ∩ L′

and F ′′ is disjoint from L′. The Galois group G(L/K) ≃ G(L′/K) × G(F ′′/K),
and this maps to G(E ′/K) ≃ G(E/K), where E and E ′ are as notation used in the
foregoing paras. Taking Q = Q′, satisfies the conditions of the lemma, and this proves
the lemma in all cases. �

7.3. Proof of Theorem 3. We now come to the proof of Theorem 3, in the case
when G1 is either type Bn, Cn and G2 is of type Dn, and n is even. Suppose there is
a surjective map θ : G(L/K) → W (Bn). By Lemma 21, the image θ(G(L/E)) ⊂ Ve.

Consider the homomorphism θ ◦ s : Q → W (Bn), where Q → G(L/K) is as in
Lemma 22. There is a sequence of maps

Q = Qk → Qk−1 → · · · → Q0 = G(E/K),

where each of the extensions Qi → Qi−1 is a central Z/2Z-extension. Arguing as in
the proof of Lemma 21, by downward induction on i, it follows that the image under
θ ◦ s of the kernel of the projection p : Q → G(E/K) lands inside the subgroup
∆ ⊂ W (Bn).

Going modulo ∆, we have a map G(E/K) → W (Bn)/∆, which we continue to
denote by θ. Since V/∆ has no Sn-invariant subspace, arguing as in the proof of
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Lemma 21, it follows that the image of G(E/K) intersects V/∆ trivially. It follows
that the image of Q intersection V is contained inside ∆.

Going modulo Ve, we have that the map θ : G(L/K) → W (Bn) factors via Q →
(V/Ve)× Sn. But the projection of the image of Q to the first factor V/Ve is trivial.
Hence it follows that θ cannot be a surjection, and Theorem 3 follows in this case.

8. B4 vs F4

8.1. F4-root system. We study now the root system F4 and its Weyl group W (F4)
following ([Bou]). Consider the four dimensional vector space over R4 with standard
basis vectors e1, · · · , e4. Let L0 = Z4, and L1 denote the sublattice of L0 consisting
of vectors x ∈ Z4 such that ||x||2 ∈ 2Z. Denote by L2 = L0 +Z

(
1
2
(
∑4

i=1 ei
)
, the dual

lattice of L1 inside R4.

The root system R of F4 can be described as those elements x ∈ L2 with ||x||2

equal to either 1 or 2. The element ε (with a subscript) will denote either 1 or −1.
The root system of F4 has 24 long roots of the form εiei + εjej, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4. For
the short roots, 8 of them are of the form εiei, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, and 16 of them are of the
form (

∑4
i=1 εiei)/2.

The long (resp. short) roots form a root system Rl (resp. Rs) of type D4. There is
a homomorphism W (F4) → Aut(Rl) ≃ Aut(D4), which is injective since Rl is of the
same rank as F4. Since Rl generates L1, any automorphism of Rl will leave L1 and
L2 invariant. Hence,

W (F4) ≃ Aut(D4) ≃ W (D4)⋊ S3,

where the second isomorphism follows from the fact that the outer automorphism
group of D4 is isomorphic to S3. It follows that the order of W (F4) is 1152.

The Weyl group W (D4)l (resp. W (D4)s) generated by the reflections in the long
(resp. short) roots are normal subgroups in W (F4). The Weyl group Ul ≃ S3 of the
A2 root system formed by the two long vectors e2− e1, e3− e2 surjects onto the outer
automorphism group of (D4)s with base given by −e1,−e2,−e3, (e1 + · · · + e4)/2.
Similarly, the Weyl group Us ≃ S3 of the A2-root system formed by the two short
vectors u = (e1 + e2 + e3 + e4)/2,−e4 surjects onto the outer automorphism group
of (D4)l with base given by −e1 − e3,−e2 + e3, e2 − e4, e2 + e4. Since the base roots
defining Ul and Us are mutually orthogonal, the groups Ul and Us commute with each
other. This yields a semidirect product,

W (F4) ≃ A⋊ (S3 × S3). (10)

The group A is of cardinality 32 and is the intersection of the two normal subgroups
W (D4)l and W (D4)s. In W (D4)l, the normal subgroup A is given by the semidirect
product Ve ⋊ K4, where K4 is the normal subgroup of order 4 contained inside S4,
and Ve is the even subspace contained inside (Z/2Z)4.

Lemma 23. The exponent of W (F4) is 24.
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Proof. The exponent of the group A is 4, and thus the exponent of W (F4) can be
atmost 24. On the other hand, the roots e1 − e2, e2 − e3, e3 − e4, e4 forms a base for a
B4-root system. By Lemma 7, the exponent of the W (B4) is 24 and this proves the
lemma. �

The center ∆ ≃ Z/2Z of W (F4) is the commutator subgroup of A consisting of the
transformations ±Id. The main observation is the following:

Lemma 24. The S3 × S3-module A/∆ is irreducible.

Proof. The only non-trivial invariant subspace of A with respect to the action of U is
the group Ve consisting of transformations with even number of sign changes on the
standard basis vectors. For u = (e1 + e2 + e3 + e4)/2 and x = (x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ R4,
the reflection su based at u is given by,

su(x) = x−

(
4∑

i=1

xi

)
u.

Let T12 be a transformation in Ve sending e1 and e2 to −e1 and −e2 respectively and
fixing e3, e4. Now,

suT12su(e1) = suT12(e1 − u) = su(−e1 − (−e1 − e2 + u)) = su(e2 − u) = e2.

Thus the group V does not leave Ve invariant, and this proves the lemma. �

8.2. Proof of Theorem 3. We now come to the proof of Theorem 3 in the case
when G1 is of type F4 and G2 is of type B4. Let L be the compositum of Galois
extensions L1, · · · , Lr over K, such that G(Li/K), i = 1, · · · , r is isomorphic to a
normal subgroup of W (B4). Let Ei ⊂ Li be the Galois extension of K, such that
G(Li/Ei) is the maximal normal 2-group in G(Li/Ei). The Galois group G(Ei/K) is
a normal subgroup of S3. Let E = E1 · · ·Er denote the compositum of the fields Ei.

The group G(LiE/E) is a normal 2-subgroup of Ni = G(Li/K), which is a normal
subgroup of W (B4). Denote by N i the image of Ni with respect to the projection
W (B4) ≃ C ⋊ S3 → S3, where C is a 2-group. Let Ci = C ∩Ni. It follows from the
structure of W (B4), that there is a filtration of Ci by N i-stable subgroups, such that
the graded components are abelian 2-groups of cardinality at most 4.

For any i, consider the projection map G(L/E) → G(LiE/E). By Lemma 20,
this map is equivariant as modules for the projection map G(E/K) → G(Ei/K). It
follows that there is a filtration of that there is a filtration of G(L/E) by G(E/K)-
stable subgroups, such that the graded components are abelian 2-groups of cardinality
at most 4.

Suppose there is a surjection from G(L/K) → W (F4). Since G(L/E) is a normal
2-group, its image will land inside the subgroup A ofW (F4). This induces a surjection
from G(E/K) → S3 × S3. By Lemma 24, the image of G(L/E) is contained inside
the center ∆ of W (F4).
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Going modulo ∆, we get a surjection from G(E/K) → W (F4)/∆. Since W (F4)/∆
has no normal 3-groups, the normal 3-group contained inside G(E/K) maps trivially
to W (F4)/∆. The quotient of G(E/K) by this normal 3-grou is a 2-group, and there
cannot be a surjection to W (F4)/∆. This proves Theorem 3 in this case.
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